
 
In 2001, when we founded Kea & Partners, we knew that the international dimension 

was a necessity if we wanted to reach our goal: create a new reference in the 

consulting world. Most of us had had the opportunity to work abroad and we wanted 

our consultants to benefit from this extraordinary source of enrichment. 

But Of course, it is not easy to immediately have offices in thirty countries. 

Moreover, we were a bit suspicious – based on our own experience – of international 

networks in which consultants do not really know each other, do not share the same 

values and in general do not have that “working together” team spirit that clients 

really value to successfully drive international projects. 

We therefore started with modesty but with the faith of entrepreneurs, driving 

international projects ourselves, with a number of our consultants who had 

international experience and / or had multi-cultural profiles. Our clients trusted us and 

we successfully drove, from the very first years, operations in the UK or in Italy, as 

well as Mexico, United States, Indonesia, Korea, Japan... 

However, we had to go one step beyond for our clients and consultants. As 

Transformation projects was our core expertise, we worked hard to implement this 

new way of accepting the complexity of humans in the world in our consulting work. 

We knew there were others professionals outside of France who shared these views, 

who had developed their own way of helping clients in line with our ways although 

sometimes with other tools and methods. We thought that if we approached them, if 

we built together a professional community based on the same view of our 

profession, while remaining financially independent, we would have something more 

solid to offer than integrated-somewhat disconnected networks   

We therefore started seeking out these “soul mate” companies; we found them in the 

United States and in Germany. We got to know each other’s. We also built a clearer 

view on what needed to be secured in order to successfully build a real, solid and 

sustainable Alliance. 

Eventually we laid with Preera, a Swedish Consulting firm, the foundation for this 

Alliance; Respect of each person’s independence being a key element to guarantee 

solid local anchorage – A common project and shared values helped us developing 



strong links. The Swedes provided us with original insights, particularly on how to 

involve many collaborators when designing solutions. In 2010, h&z, based in 

Germany, Switzerland and Austria, joined us and brought   an extensive expertise in 

the area of operational transformation, particularly in industrial environments. 

Together with  , Preera, h&z,, and now  MBS, our Italian sister company who joined 

in  2012, we build  very strong and deep complicity The Transformation Alliance 

(the name we gave our alliance) is now active in nine countries (Germany, Austria, 

Brazil, Dubai, France, Italy, 

Morocco, Sweden and Switzerland) and bring together300 consultants sharing a 

common ambition. 

In the next few years, we envision ourselves as an original organization located in 

Europe, America and Asia, different, and willing to promote and offer a rich, diverse, 

and yet coherent Transformation practice. 
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